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Abstract

Knowledge grounded dialogue systems need to001
incorporate natural transitions between knowl-002
edge for dialogue to flow smoothly. Current003
systems not only lack good structured rep-004
resentations for knowledge that span multi-005
ple documents, but also effective algorithms006
that utilize such resources. We design a007
Co-Referential Multi-Document Graph(CoRM-008
DoG) that seamlessly captures inter-document009
correlations and intra-document co-referential010
knowledge relations. To best linearise this011
static graph into sequential dialogues, we con-012
tribute a Graph Modeling with Differential Se-013
quence (GraphDiffs) method for knowledge014
transitions in dialogue. GraphDiffs performs015
knowledge selection by natively accounting for016
contextual graph structure and introducing dif-017
ferential sequence learning to effectively learn018
multi-turn knowledge transitions. Our analysis019
shows that GraphDiffs based on CoRM-DoG020
significantly outperforms the current state-of-021
the-art by 9.5% and 7.4% on two public bench-022
marks, WoW and Holle-E, where the modeling023
of co-reference and differential sequence are024
critical factors for its success.025

1 Introduction026

Document grounded conversations (Moghe et al.,027

2018; Dinan et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2021), as one028

type of knowledge grounded dialogue, leverage029

natural text-based knowledge sentences from docu-030

ments to generate informative dialogue responses.031

The dialogues flows in these conversations reflect032

the logical relations in documents and also link top-033

ics of these documents through their commonsense034

relations. Document grounded dialogue system is035

usually divided into two sub-tasks (Dinan et al.,036

2018), knowledge selection and response genera-037

tion given the dialogue history. Knowledge selec-038

tion, also known as knowledge transition (Meng039

et al., 2020), is a crucial sub-task because it is040

equivalent to the dialogue flow management and041
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Usr1: I like science fiction
Bot1: yes. i like movies that use speculative, fictional 
science-based depictions of phenomena. 
Usr2: I liked the star wars movies and the alien ...
Bot2: I wish i was able to see star wars in 1977 ...
Usr3: I loved the tv series.
Bot3: I prefer the film that stars mark hamill and 
harrison ford. 
Usr4: I like that one too. the first sci fi film was...
Bot4: Cool. Did you ever see the empire strikes 
back in 1980? 
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Figure 1: Co-Referential Multi-Document Graph
(CoRM-DoG). Grey rounded rectangles are topic nodes
of documents, interconnected by commonsense and
word overlap relations. Rounded rectangles with blue
frames are knowledge sentences in documents, connect-
ing with the topic node by edge sentence order, denoted
by sent 1/sent 2 and so on. Knowledge sentences are
inter-connected by co-reference relation(purple dash
lines). Lower part are conversation and the knowledge
sequence (bold word in ’[]’, numbers are the order of
this knowledge in its topic) used in each turn.

also determines the content of the generated re- 042

sponses (Moghe et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2018). 043

Most of the existing research (Lian et al., 2019; 044

Zheng et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020) for document- 045

grounded conversations treats knowledge candi- 046

dates independently, neglecting the critical rela- 047

tionships between knowledge candidates when per- 048

forming knowledge selections. A recent work (Wu 049

et al., 2021), proposes to encode knowledge candi- 050

dates at the passage-level so that local relationships 051

of knowledge are implicitly incorporated. However, 052

the relations between documents and the more com- 053

plex structure information contained within each 054

document are continued to be ignored. In fact, as 055

illustrated by the example in Figure 1, one single 056

conversation encompasses several relevant topics 057
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and knowledge sentences, with each knowledge058

sentence pertaining to a certain topic. The relation-059

ships between these topics typically dictate when060

the dialogue topic is changed, whereas the corre-061

lations between knowledge matter when the topic062

is maintained in multiple turns, which necessitates063

the exploration of the structural representations of064

knowledge spanning multiple relevant documents.065

Although incorporating structure-aware repre-066

sentations of knowledge provide hints and inherent067

logic for knowledge transition, it is still non-trivial068

to adapt them into the multi-turn sequential dia-069

logue flow management due to the lack of dialogue070

sequence information. As shown on the right bot-071

tom of Figure 1, the knowledge used by dialogue072

appears in a certain order. In general, historical073

knowledge sequences in different orders imply dis-074

tinct subsequent knowledge and historical knowl-075

edge with varying distances to the current turn usu-076

ally contributes differently to current knowledge se-077

lection. As a result, capturing the sequential pattern078

of knowledge transition is a critical complement to079

the structure-based knowledge representation and080

could further assist to pinpoint the right knowledge.081

Based on the above concerns, we build the Co-082

Referential Multi-Document Graph (CoRM-DoG)083

to gather the structured information contained in084

documents. The co-reference knowledge corre-085

lations in documents are presented, as well as086

topic relations across multiple documents. Besides,087

we develop a novel Graph Modeling with Differ-088

ential Sequence (GraphDiffs) method for learn-089

ing the topic and knowledge transitions in doc-090

ument grounded conversations. Specifically, we091

employ a residual relational graph neural network092

to fully comprehend the document graph structure,093

which is later enhanced by a novel differential se-094

quence learning method to perform knowledge se-095

lection, emphasizing the inter-turn knowledge shift096

sequence in dialogue history.097

To sum up, our contributions in the paper can098

be summarized as follows. (1) We are the first to099

utilize the document graph structures for document100

grounded conversations and show that our CoRM-101

DoG performs the best by empirically comparing102

with other graph construction methods. (2) To fully103

adapt the CoRM-DoG into document grounded104

conversation flow management, we propose a novel105

GraphDiffs method to seamlessly incorporate the106

graph structured information built from documents107

and the differential knowledge sequence in a dia-108

logue history. (3) We demonstrate our GraphDiffs 109

based on CoRM-DoG outperforms the SOTA with 110

significant margins over 9.5% and 7.4% on knowl- 111

edge selection accuracy, for two public datasets, 112

WoW and Holl-E, respectively. 113

2 Related Work 114

Document grounded Conversation. Initially, doc- 115

ument grounded dialogue systems (Ghazvininejad 116

et al., 2018) generate responses by copying words 117

from the external documents. With the introduc- 118

tion of document grounded conversations where 119

knowledge for each dialogue is annotated (Dinan 120

et al., 2018; Moghe et al., 2018), the tasks of knowl- 121

edge selection and response generation can be sep- 122

arated. Most of the previous works on document 123

grounded conversation optimized knowledge selec- 124

tion by matching the dialogue context with each 125

knowledge separately (Dinan et al., 2018; Lian 126

et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020). 127

A recent work (Wu et al., 2021) proposed to treat 128

knowledge at the passage level so that knowledge 129

relationships within a local context are captured. 130

However, the research on the inter-document rela- 131

tionships and the more complicated in-document 132

knowledge correlations are still under-studied. 133

Symbolic Dialogue Management. Knowledge 134

graphs are commonly used in dialogue manage- 135

ment, such as symbolic dialogue transition graph 136

(Xu et al., 2020a) and common sense (Zhou et al., 137

2018) graph. Most of these methods (Xu et al., 138

2020b,a) learn dialogue sequence by reinforcement 139

learning(RL), which requires sophisticated reward 140

design and well-predefined transition graph. RL 141

based dialogue system model dialogue sequence on 142

the hypothesis of Markov Decision Process (Bell- 143

man, 1957), which in fact is not true multi-turn 144

transition. There are also some studies (Moon et al., 145

2019; Ma et al., 2021) select knowledge by walking 146

on the graph or attending to the graph node (Zhou 147

et al., 2018). However, they ignores the dialogue 148

sequence while using the graph structure for transi- 149

tions. Our method performs knowledge selection 150

by sufficiently capturing the graph information and 151

incorporating a multi-turn knowledge difference 152

sequence learning. 153

Sequential Modeling in Dialogue Existing stud- 154

ies (Kim et al., 2019; Zhan et al., 2021b) on knowl- 155

edge grounded conversations also addressed histor- 156

ical knowledge sequence in knowledge grounded 157

conversations. (Kim et al., 2019) captured knowl- 158
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edge sequence by a latent variable. (Zhan et al.,159

2021b) further proposed to learn more abstracted160

topic sequence to avoid the knowledge sparse prob-161

lem and knowledge transition noise. However, both162

studies didn’t consider the historical knowledge dif-163

ference/change sequence and ignored to include the164

structural knowledge information.165

3 Approach166

3.1 Task Definition167

The document grounded conversation task is de-168

fined as follows. Given the dialogue context169

Ut = {ut−1, ..., ut−l} and grounding documents170

Dt, where ut−1 represents the lastest (must be user171

turn) utterance and ut−l means the earliest (maybe172

user/bot turn) utterance within the context length l.173

The grounding document Dt generally consists of174

multiple passages covering different dialogue top-175

ics, which are denoted as {p1, p2, ..., p|Dt|}. Each176

passage is composed of a topic phrase ti and mul-177

tiple knowledge sentences which is denotes as178

{ki1, ki2, ..., ki|pi|} where |pi| is the number of sen-179

tences in passage pi. The target for this task is180

to select the most reasonable knowledge sentence181

from the grounding documents Dt and generates182

the response based on the selected knowledge.183

3.2 Graph Construction184

To fully use the structural information, we present185

a Co-Referential Multi-Document Graph(CoRM-186

DoG) to incorporate document inter-correlations187

and the in-document knowledge relations. Specifi-188

cally, we construct one CoRM-DoG for each data189

sample, denoted as G = {V, E}, where V , E are190

nodes and edges respectively.191

Nodes. As shown in Fig 1, the CoRM-DoG con-192

tains two types of nodes: topic nodes and knowl-193

edge nodes. Each topic node represents one of194

passage pi from Dt while each knowledge node195

indicates one knowledge sentence kij of passage pi.196

Edges. There are three types of edges in our197

CoRM-DoG: 1) relations between topics and198

knowledge; 2) relations between topics; 3) rela-199

tions between knowledge under the same topic.200

Therefore, knowledge under different topics is not201

connected in our graph. For the first type of rela-202

tion, we use the sentence order of knowledge kij203

in its corresponding passage pi as the edge type204

between the knowledge and the topic, denoted as205

sent_n edge. The remaining two types of rela-206

tions are illustrated as follows.207

3.2.1 Topic Relations 208

Human-to-human conversations may perform topic 209

transitions following the commonsense relations 210

between two topics or simple topic similarity to 211

keep engaging dialogue, such as from UK to Lon- 212

don(commonsense) or from sci-fi movie to sci-fi 213

novel(similarity). Inspired by this, we introduce 214

two types of relations between topics, modeling the 215

above two types of topic transitions respectively. 216

Word Overlap. We simply employ the word over- 217

lap between two topics to measure their similar- 218

ity. Specifically, we obtain the lemmas of top- 219

ics phrases by spaCy1 and judge whether the two 220

topics have at least one identical lemma, so as to 221

determine whether these two topics nodes have a 222

word_overlap edge. 223

Commonsense. We found that the knowledge 224

backend of the WoW (Dinan et al., 2019) dataset 225

comes from the Wikipedia corpus, so we use the 226

WikiData2 to obtain commonsense relations be- 227

tween topics. We only collected relations for top- 228

ics in the training set. In post-processing, we 229

kept the high-frequency relation types and uni- 230

formly treat other low-frequency relation types as 231

other_relation. 232

3.2.2 Knowledge Relations 233

We propose a variety of ways to express 234

the relations between the knowledge sentences 235

{ki1, ki2, ..., ki|pi|} under the same passage pi and 236

found that co-reference relations achieve the best 237

performance. Accordingly, the CoRM-DoG em- 238

ploys co-reference relations as edges between 239

knowledge nodes. 240

Partial Order. We hypothesize that the writing 241

logic contained in the document is compatible with 242

the development of dialogue under the same topic 243

to some extent. So we simply connect each knowl- 244

edge node with several knowledge nodes behind 245

according to the original text order, and we call 246

this partial_order_relation edge. This 247

relation guides the learning of dialogue manage- 248

ment by introducing the sequence information of 249

knowledge in the original passage. We explored 250

the effects of partial order with different hops in 251

Section 4.4 252

Entity Link. Diverting the dialogue context to 253

the knowledge that shares the same entity with 254

previous knowledge is another reasonable obser- 255

1https://spacy.io/, MIT License
2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
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Figure 2: The architecture of proposed GraphDiffs. The left yellow part illustrates Node Contextualization with
the BERT encoder. The middle gray part describes the graph information propagation through the proposed
Residual Relation-aware Graph Attention(Res-RGAT). The temporal enhanced embedding from stacked GRU after
Differential Sequence Learning which is shown in the right green part are further fed into MLP for multi-task(topics
and knowledge selection) learning.

vation based on human-to-human conversations.256

We first extract the nouns from all knowledge257

sentences as entities by spaCy and then assign258

the identical_entity_relation edge to259

those knowledge with the same entity.260

Co-reference Link. In addition to Par-261

tial Order and Entity Link, we also propose262

the coreference_relation edge. For263

each topic, the co-reference links (referring264

paths) within one passage pi can be extracted265

by a co-reference resolution model3. For266

each co-reference link, every knowledge node267

on this link is connected to each other by268

coreference_relation edge.269

3.3 Node Contextualization270

In this part, we will introduce how to contextual-271

ize the topic and knowledge nodes in G by the Ut272

and Dt. Following (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Cheng273

et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021), we utilize BERT (De-274

vlin et al., 2019) to obtain the representations for275

both topics and knowledge, which are used to ini-276

tialize nodes in CoRM-DoG. In details, we con-277

catenate the dialogue context Ut with each passage278

pi separately and feed them into BERT encoder to279

get contextual representations. The concatenated280

input for one passage pi is shown as follows,281

[cls]Ût[sep]ti[cls]k
i
1...[cls]k

i
|pi|[sep] (1)282

where Ût = [usr]ut−1[agt]ut−2...[agt]ut−l. The283

role symbols [usr] and [agt] are used to indicate284

3https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref, MIT License

utterance from the user turn or agent turn. We 285

gather the first [cls] token embedding ti to initialize 286

the corresponding topic node of pi. Similarly, the 287

following [cls] token embedding {ki
1,k

i
2, ...,k

i
|pi|} 288

are gathered and used to initialize the correspond- 289

ing knowledge nodes under the same topic. Thus 290

the process of contextualizing one specific passage 291

pi is formulated as: 292

ti,K
i = BERT(Ut, pi), i ∈ [1, |Dt|] (2) 293

where ti,k
i
j ∈ Rd,Ki = {ki

j}
|pi|
j=1. We can fi- 294

nally get contextualized node embedding as H = 295

{ti;Ki}|D|
i=1 ∈ RN×d where N is the total number 296

of nodes, including both knowledge and topics. 297

3.4 Residual Graph Propagation 298

As described in Section 3.2, the CoRM-DoG con- 299

tains many kinds of edges so we employ a look-up 300

table E ∈ RS×de to store the embedding of these 301

edge types, here S is the number of edge types. 302

Then getting the set of the edge embedding R for 303

an CoRM-DoG G can be denoted as: 304

R = look_up(E, E) (3) 305

As shown on the middle gray part in Fig 2, we 306

use a relational variant of Graph Attention(GAT) 307

layer (Veličković et al., 2017), denoted as RGAT 308

layer in this work, to update the nodes representa- 309

tions by propagating information through the edges 310

of G. In specific, each node embedding is con- 311

catenated with the corresponding edge embedding 312
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in one edge, which is then used to calculate the313

attention score.314

Moreover, inspired by ResNet (He et al., 2016),315

we stack two RGAT layers through residual con-316

nection to propagate the information in multi-hop317

connections, which is named as Res-RGAT. Instead318

of using the sum operation in ResNet, we adopt a319

concatenation operation to avoid information loss.320

Besides, we use one Linear layer to transform the321

concatenated feature back to the same dimension322

with the input. The enhanced node representations323

are obtained after graph information propagation,324

which is formulated as:325

HG = Res-RGAT(H,R,G) ∈ RN×d (4)326

3.5 Differential Sequence Learning327

Sequential Modeling in dialogue also play a criti-328

cal role in dialogue management (Kim et al., 2019;329

Zhan et al., 2021b). We propose a Differential330

Sequence Learning module to learn the sequen-331

tial knowledge transition from dialogue context by332

GRU network (Cho et al., 2014), which is shown on333

the right green part in Fig 2. For knowledge or topic334

sequence appeared in previous agent turn (labels of335

the previous user turns are inaccessible in practice),336

we can collect their corresponding node representa-337

tions from HG. We identically treat topic or knowl-338

edge sequences in two independent path, both can339

be denoted as S = {hG
t−τ , ...,h

G
t−1}. Then we ob-340

tain the differential sequence representations input341

with each item in S and each knowledge or topic342

node in HG through difference evaluation function343

F . Thus we can get one differential sequence for344

each node and there are N differential sequences345

in total, which is denoted as follows:346

{F(hG
t−τ ,h

G
i ), ...,F(hG

t−1,h
G
i )}Ni=1 (5)347

Inspired by (Chen et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2020),348

we adopt difference and dot product operation as349

the difference evaluation function F to compute the350

dissimilarity of two vectors, denoted as F(a,b) =351

[a− b;a⊙ b].352

Each differential sequence is then fed into353

stacked GRU cells to learn and capture the sequen-354

tial transition pattern. We concatenate the last hid-355

den state of GRU with the node representation hG
i356

to obtain differential sequence enhanced node rep-357

resentation hD
i , which is denoted as:358

hD
i = [GRU(...,F(hG

t−1,h
G
i ));h

G
i ] (6)359

With N differential sequence we can get the Differ-360

ential node representations HD ∈ RN×2d.361

3.6 Training 362

In addition to the knowledge classification, topic 363

classification is added as an auxiliary task to form 364

a multi-task learning framework. We split the rep- 365

resentation for topic nodes and knowledge nodes 366

from HD and get HD
tpc and HD

knl respectively. 367

HD
tpc is fed into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) 368

to obtain the topic selection scores. For the knowl- 369

edge nodes, we include their corresponding topic 370

node representation and the edge embedding be- 371

tween the knowledge node and the topic node to 372

calculate the knowledge selection scores with MLP. 373

We also implement the history loss as an auxil- 374

iary objective function in our framework to further 375

utilize the dialogue history information, which is 376

the same as the recent work (Wu et al., 2021). We 377

gather the context representations of each turn ac- 378

cording to the embedding of role tokens [usr] and 379

[agt] and calculate both history topics and knowl- 380

edge loss with the labels of history turns. 381

In conclusion, the final objective function we 382

adopt in this framework is formulated as follows: 383

L = Lknl + Ltpc + Lhist

Lhist =
1

2l

l∑
hi=1

(Lhi
knl + Lhi

tpc)
(7) 384

where l is a hyperparameter representing the 385

longest context length. Lknl and Ltpc are knowl- 386

edge loss and topics loss respectively. All the ob- 387

jective functions in L for classification are standard 388

softmax cross-entropy. 389

4 Experiments 390

4.1 Experimental Settings 391

Datasets. We validate our method on two public 392

benchmarks for the document grounded conversa- 393

tion, Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW) (Dinan et al., 394

2018) and Holl-E (Moghe et al., 2018). Dialogues 395

in WoW are constructed based on the retrieved 396

knowledge from Wikipedia, covering around 1300 397

topics and containing 18430/1948/965/968 dia- 398

logues for train/valid/test Seen/test Unseen sets. 399

The test Seen set has topics overlap with the train- 400

ing data while topics in the test Unseen set are never 401

seen in training set. Holl-E is another similar data 402

set in the movie domain, including 7228/930/913 403

dialogues for train/valid/test sets. We use the same 404

data setting as in (Kim et al., 2019). 405

Evaluation metrics. We mainly focus on 406

the knowledge selection task for the document 407
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grounded dialogue system, for which we use the408

knowledge and topic selection accuracy, denoted409

as Acc and T-Acc, respectively. For the task of410

response generation with the dialogue context and411

selected knowledge, we calculate the overlap of the412

generated response and the ground-truth with the413

unigram-F1(uF1) and bigram-F1(bF1).414

Baselines. We split baselines into three categories415

by their text encoder types. (i) Non-Pretrained en-416

coder: Transformer+MemNet (Dinan et al., 2018)417

is the baseline released with the dataset WoW.418

DiffKS(RNN) (Zheng et al., 2020) incorporates419

knowledge difference feature in knowledge se-420

lection. (ii) BERT encoder: BERT+PoKS, a421

variant of PoKS with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)422

encoder, learns knowledge selection by posterior423

knowledge distribution. SLKS (Kim et al., 2019)424

captures historical knowledge sequence with a la-425

tent variable. PIPM (Chen et al., 2020) improves426

SLKS by addressing the problem of missing pos-427

terior distribution in test phase. CoLV (Zhan428

et al., 2021a) includes two collaborative variables429

for knowledge selection and response generation.430

KnowledGPT (Zhao et al., 2020) optimizes knowl-431

edge grounded dialogue task by the pre-trained432

BERT encode and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019).433

(iii) Passage-level BERT encoder: DIALKI (Wu434

et al., 2021) encodes knowledge at passage level435

to capture knowledge relations, as we do in our436

GraphDiffs. As for response generation, the above437

mentioned methods adopted various generators438

so we uniformly replace their generators with439

the prompt-based generator Prefix-Tuning (Li and440

Liang, 2021), thus forming the baselines with "*"441

in Table 2.442

4.2 Implementation Details.443

We the BERT base model in all our experiments by444

using the Huggingface Transformers4 (Wolf et al.,445

2020). We train the model with Adam (Kingma446

and Ba, 2015) optimizer and set the initial learning447

rate to 1e-5. A linear scheduler with a warm-up448

strategy in 5k steps is used here. The maximum449

history length l mentioned in Section 3.1 is set to 4450

for WoW and 2 for Holl-E respectively to achieve451

the best performance. It takes around 5 and 10452

epochs to achieve the reported performance by 4453

nvidia V100 GPUs. We will release all the codes454

and all hyper-parameters settings for re-production.455

4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

Method WoW Seen WoW Unseen Holl-E
Acc Acc Acc

TMN 22.5 12.2 22.7
DiffKS(RNN) 25.6 18.6 33.5

BERT+PoKS 25.5 14.1 27.6
SLKS 26.8 18.3 29.2
PIPM 27.8 19.7 30.7
CoLV 30.1 18.9 32.7
DukeNet 26.4 19.6 30.0
KnowledGPT 28.0 25.4 -

DIALKI 32.9 35.5 -
GraphDiffs 42.4 41.4 40.9
-w/o Diff-Seq 40.8 39.5 39.7
-w/o Diff 40.9 40.1 40.1
-w/o Res-RGAT 35.5 36.5 39.5

Table 1: Knowledge Selection Results and Ablation
Study on WoW and Holl-E.

Method WoW Seen WoW Unseen Holl-E
uF1 bF1 uF1 bF1 uF1 bF1

SLKS(TM+Copy) 19.3 6.8 16.1 4.2 29.2 22.3
DukeNet(TM+Copy) 19.3 6.3 17.1 4.7 30.6 23.1
SLKS* 20.2 7.3 17.5 5.3 - -
DiffKS* 21.5 7.6 20.0 6.3 30.7 23.9
KnowledGPT* 22.0 8.2 20.8 7.4 - -
DIALKI* 22.0 8.0 22.2 8.1 - -

GraphDiffs 25.2 10.7 25.8 10.8 38.4 31.8

Table 2: Response Generation on WoW and Holl-E.
Methods with postfix "(TM+Copy)" use transformer
generator with copy mechanism. The ’*’ after method
name means the generator PrefixTuning (Li and Liang,
2021) is adopted. "-" means the method has no knowl-
edge selection result on the dataset. uF1 and bF1 are
unigram-F1 and bigram-F1.

4.3 Experimental Results 456

4.3.1 Metric-based Evaluation 457

Knowledge Selection. Knowledge selection re- 458

sults on both datasets are presented in Table 1. 459

GraphDiffs significantly outperforms all other 460

methods whether or not they employ BERT en- 461

coder. Compared with the recent best performance 462

achieved by DIALKI, GraphDiffs improves by 463

9.5% and 5.9% and first achieves knowledge accu- 464

racy over 40% on the WoW Test Seen and Test Un- 465

seen sets. GraphDiffs also exceeds the TMN which 466

is the baseline released with the WoW dataset by 467

19.9% on the Test Seen and 29.2% on the Test Un- 468

seen. For Holl-E, GraphDiffs still performs the 469

best, with gains at least 7.4% in knowledge selec- 470

tion accuracy, compared with all previous state-of- 471

the-art methods. The significant improvements on 472

both datasets strongly prove that GraphDiffs can 473

benefit from the graph modeling with differential 474

sequence transition based on CoRM-DoG. 475
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Response Generation. Table 2 shows the results476

of response generation on both WoW and Holl-477

E. We apply PrefixTunnig (Li and Liang, 2021) to478

generate responses given the concatenated dialogue479

context and selected knowledge as the input. The480

PrefixTunnig on BART (Lewis et al., 2020) obtains481

the comparable performance with fewer learnable482

parameters and extrapolates better to unseen topics483

than fine-tuning method. We conduct generation484

experiments with the same method for other sys-485

tems, as illustrated in Table 2. GraphDiffs gets the486

best performance in the terms of all generation met-487

rics compared with other methods. The reason is488

that GraphDiffs gains great improvement margins489

on knowledge selection performance compared to490

all baselines. For uF1 and bF1, GraphDiffs ex-491

ceeds the recent best DIAKI by 3.2%/2.7% on492

WoW Seen and 3.6%/2.7% on WoW Unseen.493

4.3.2 Case Study494

We give two visualized examples for the generated495

responses, as shown in Figure 3. The Dialogue496

Context rows are dialogue histories and the gen-497

erated responses of different methods are listed498

in the Response row. We compare our GraphD-499

iffs with DialKI and the Gold response. The first500

example performs topic change, from topic "hair501

loss" to "management of hair loss". GraphDiffs502

chose the right knowledge topic "management of503

hair loss" while DialKI repeated the knowledge504

mentioned in last conversation turn. The reason is505

that GraphDiffs referred to the word_overlap506

connection between "hair loss" and "management507

of hair loss". DialKI didn’t consider the inter-topic508

relations, thus failed in this case. For the second509

example, the knowledge transition is within topic,510

denoted as In-Topic ( knowledge in consecutive511

turns belonging to the same topic), our method512

successfully predicted the right knowledge due513

to the co-reference relation between these knowl-514

edge sentences in document "seattle". However,515

in the response generated by DialKI, even with516

passage-level knowledge correlations encoded, Di-517

alKI missed the longer dependencies, like from the518

2nd sentence to the 6-th sentence in this case.519

4.4 Analysis520

Graph Structure Analysis. To analyze the effects521

of different graph structures we conduct several522

experiments on the WoW dataset. Three variants523

of CoRM-DoG are designed to study the relations524

among topics as follow: (1) TP-w/o rela: remov-525

ing all relations; (2) TP-w/o overlap: removing the 526

word overlap relation; (3) TP-w/o wikigraph: re- 527

moving the commonsense relations. Three variants 528

are designed to study the relations among knowl- 529

edge as follow: (1) KG-w/o rela: removing all 530

relations; (2) KG-entity: applying identical entity 531

relation instead; (3) KG-partial order: using par- 532

tial order relation instead. As shown in Table 3, 533

for topic relations, removing both relations, per- 534

formance drops more than removing one of them, 535

indicating both word overlap relations and com- 536

monsense relations contribute to the knowledge se- 537

lection accuracy. For knowledge relations analysis, 538

we found the three variants of CoRM-DoG all lead 539

to performance drop, which indicates that coref- 540

erence relations(used in CoRM-DoG) are more 541

appropriate for the conversation logic under the 542

same topic. Surprisingly, KG-w/o rela achieves 543

even higher results than KG-entity. One potential 544

reason is that graph with entity relations introduces 545

some wrong connections and brings noise to the 546

model. For partial order relations, we explore the 547

effects of different hops. Hop-k partial order re- 548

lation means each knowledge node is connected 549

with k knowledge nodes behind according to the 550

sentence order. As shown in Fig 4, hop-2 partial 551

relation performs the best. A hop that is too large or 552

too small could cause information loss or introduce 553

lots of wrong connections. While for coreference 554

knowledge connections, more accurate links are 555

preserved, thus achieving the best results. There 556

are also some other kinds of relations we haven’t 557

tried in this work, such as discourse relations, we 558

will save it for future work. 559

Method WoW Seen WoW Unseen
Acc T-Acc In T-Acc Acc T-Acc In T-Acc

DIALKI 32.9 70.0 42.3 35.5 71.6 43.5
GraphDiffs 42.4 76.1 51.1 41.4 77.7 49.2

TP-w/o rela 42.1 74.0 50.6 39.8 75.2 47.2
TP-w/o overlap 42.4 75.9 51.2 40.9 77.7 48.1
TP-w/o wikigraph 42.3 75.9 50.9 41.1 77.5 48.8

KG-w/o rela 35.4 75.7 44.6 37.1 77.2 46.1
KG-entity 35.4 74.6 44.4 36.4 75.9 43.8
KG-partial order 36.6 75.9 45.7 37.1 76.8 45.5

Table 3: Graph Structure Comparison. T-Acc refers to
topic selection accuracy. In T-Acc is In-topic knowledge
selection accuracy. As the strongest baseline on WoW,
DIALKI also report the accuracy of topic selection.

Ablation Study. To study the impact of differ- 560

ent parts in GraphDiffs we conduct three addi- 561

tional experiments. w/o Diff-Seq means removing 562

the Differential Sequence Learning while w/o Diff 563
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User: Hair loss, I’m going bald! ......
Bot: There are surgeries and medications that can help .... 
[management of hair loss', ‘0'] 
User: What is the top option! I need help! 
Bot: Typically, the reasons for hair loss in men has to do 
with genetics and male hormones....  ['hair loss', '6'] 
User: Thanks for all your help/info today . 

GD-SKT: You are welcome.  I would recommend taking three medications to help with male pattern hair loss: finasteride, 
dutasteride and minoxidil. 
DialKI: well, I hope you have a great day!  I know that hair loss can be caused by both genetic and environmental factors. 
Gold : The three types of medications that seem to help the most are finasteride, dutasteride, and minoxidil.  I hope this 
information will help you!  ['management of hair loss', '2'] 
User: Seattle, I have never been to Seattle but I would love to visit. 
Bot: I would too. I read it's the fastest growing city in 2016, with a 
3.1 annual growth rate.  ['seattle', '4'] 
User: wow, I bet it is really busy and crowded. 
Bot: I believe it said there were over 700,000 residents just in 
Seattle and it is the largest city in Washington also.  ['seattle', '2’] 
User: I would hate to drive there. I'm assuming people use a lot of 
public transportation.
GD-SKT: I'm not sure, but it is a major gateway for trade with Asia and the fourth largest port in north America. 
DialKI: I'm not sure but I do know that it is the most populous city in the United States. 
Gold: me too. I hate waiting in traffic. it's a major trade route with Asia. It has the fourth largest port in north America in 
terms of container shipping. ['seattle', '6']

D
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Management 
of hair loss

hair loss
words 
overlap of

The management of hair loss, 
include medications and surgery

Three medications have evidence to 
support their use in male pattern hair loss: 
finasteride, dutasteride and minoxidil.

Hair loss in some 
people causes 
psychological distress.

The cause of male-pattern hair 
loss is a combination of genetics 
and male hormones..

sent 4

sent 6
sent 0

sent 2

Seattle

With an estimated 
713,700 residents , 
seattle is the largest 
city in both the state 
of Washington...

In july 2016, seattle was 
again the fastest-growing 
major u.s. city, with a 
3.1% annual growth rate

A major gateway for trade with asia, 
seattle is the fourth-largest port in 
north america in terms of container

sent 2

sent 4 sent 6

co-ref

co-ref

co-ref
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Figure 3: Two generation examples from WoW. The bold words in "[]" indicate the knowledge. For example, ["hair
loss", 6] represents the 6-th knowledge sentence in the document with topic "hair loss". Our method chose the
right knowledge for both examples compare to DialKI owing to the well-designed graph structure.

35.5

35.9

36.3

36.7

37.1

hop1 hop2 hop3 hop4 hop5

Seen Acc Unseen Acc

Figure 4: Knowledge accuracy for partial order with
different hops.

uses the normal sequence instead of the differential564

sequence. w/o Res-RGAT removes the Residual565

Graph Propagation. The dramatically degraded566

performance of w/o Res-RGAT indicates GraphD-567

iffs largely benefits from the proposed CoRM-DoG568

which guides the model to learn the effective knowl-569

edge transitions through graph structure. On the570

other hand, w/o diff-seq and w/o Diff both show that571

Differential Sequence Learning contributes to the572

best performance for taking the sequential knowl-573

edge transition into consideration.574

In-Topic Knowledge Selection. Besides T-Acc575

and Acc, we also propose a new metric In T-Acc576

to evaluate the knowledge selection under the same577

topic. We extract samples that have the same topic578

as the last turn to calculate the accuracy. The re-579

sults are shown in Table 3. The variants of topic580

relations achieve comparable performance, which581

reveals topic relations have little effect on knowl- 582

edge selection under topic-invariant. The best re- 583

sults of GraphDiffs with the coreference relations 584

again confirm the advantage of applying the novel 585

coreference link in passage text as in-document 586

knowledge relations. KG-w/o rela also performs 587

better than KG-entity under topic-invariant samples, 588

which indicates that identical entity relations are 589

so dense that noise edges are included to cause the 590

performance degradation. 591

5 Conclusion 592

We are the first to introduce the document graph for 593

dialogue flows of the document grounded dialogue 594

system. A highly effective document graph named 595

Co-Referential Multi-Document Graph(CoRM- 596

DoG) is proposed, which includes both inter- 597

document relations and the co-referential intra- 598

document connections. To fully use the docu- 599

ment graph and adapt it to dialogue, we develop 600

a novel Graph Modeling with Differential Se- 601

quence(GraphDiffs) method to simultaneously ex- 602

ploit structural knowledge and dialogue-specific se- 603

quence information. GraphDiffs based on CoRM- 604

DoG has been empirically shown to make great 605

progress on the knowledge selection task for docu- 606

ment grounded conversation. 607
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6 Ethical Impact608

Our work aims to address the core knowledge selec-609

tion problem in document grounded conversation.610

We encourage future work to propose a more mean-611

ingful and promising idea based on our strong base-612

line in document grounded conversation. We be-613

lieve that document-grounded dialogue technology614

has broad application prospects in open-domain615

dialogue, emotional escort robots, intelligent as-616

sistants, etc. Knowledge selection also plays a617

significant role in dialogue management of multi-618

turn dialogue. However, more advanced dialogue619

knowledge selection and localization techniques620

tend to enable bots to select harmful content on621

the Internet and generate inappropriate or biased622

responses to user. All datasets we used in this work623

were privacy filtered and content moderated by the624

dataset authors (Dinan et al., 2019; Moghe et al.,625

2018).626
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A Implementation Details828

We set the maximum lengths of model input to829

512, which is also the longest input limit for the830

BERT model, in order to fit the longer passage text831

as much as possible on both datasets. We employ832

a Linear layer to transform the output features of833

BERT from 768 to 320 to reduce memory usage.834

The edge embedding size is set to 64. The hidden835

size and headers of Res-RGAT are 1024 and 8 re-836

spectively while the alpha value of Graph Attention837

Network is 0.2. We utilize a unidirectional stacked838

GRU model for Differential Sequential Learning,839

the number of GRU layers is 2.840

For response generation, we apply PrefixTun-841

ning (Li and Liang, 2021) on BART (Lewis et al.,842

2020) large model to learn the responses genera-843

tion model based on the knowledge selection re-844

sults from the previous stage. We use the prefix845

length 200 and the hidden dimension of 800 for846

all the methods using PrefixTuning generator. The847

PrefixTuning generator takes about 4 hours and 30848

epoch to become converged during training on 4849

GTX3090 24G GPUs, which is much faster and850

more resource saving than fine-tuning BART large.851

B Graph Construction Details852

WoW. There are more than 130k different docu-853

ments from Wikipedia in WoW training set. We854

keep 350 high-frequency relations from the Wiki855

knowledge graph, covering these 130k documents.856

The top-10 wiki relations with corresponding fre-857

quency are shown as follows:858

1. (’subclass of’, 27015)859

2. (’facet of’, 11381)860

3. (’sport’, 10646)861

4. (’performer’, 9482)862

5. (’part of’, 6892)863

6. (’manufacturer’, 5742)864

7. (’instance of’, 5551)865

8. (’history of topic’, 5517)866

9. (’has part’, 5445)867

10. (’follows’, 5077)868

As shown in Table 4, we found the 869

word_overlap edge is more dense than the 870

wiki_relations edge for the topics relations 871

as the average number of wiki_relations 872

in one sample is smaller, which is shown in the 873

following Table. While for knowledge relations, 874

the coreference_relation has much less 875

average number of relations in one sample than 876

other two types relations, which again proves that 877

coreference_relation with more accurate 878

knowledge relations lead to better knowledge 879

selection results without introducing wrong 880

structures information to GraphDiffs framework. 881

Topic Relations Knowledge relations
WordOverlap WikiGraph Partial EntityLink Coreference

Freq 8.11 2.89 61.18 87.52 15.90

Table 4: Average number of different kinds of relations
in one sample on the WoW training set.

Holl-E. Different from WoW, each sample of Holl- 882

E has only one topic, which is the name of the 883

movie in this session of conversation. There are 884

four types of information for each movie in Holl- 885

E, which are plots, comments, reviews, and table 886

information. So we simply divide all the knowl- 887

edge sentences of each movie into four topics. As 888

the absence of common sense relations of such 889

topics in Holl-E, we count the co-occurrence re- 890

lationship of all topics in the training set as the 891

relations between topics in Holl-E. The relations 892

between knowledge are as same as the WoW, using 893

coreference relations in passage text. The relations 894

between knowledge and topics are sentence order 895

of knowledge sentence in the original text, which 896

is also used in WoW. 897
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